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ABSTRACT
In the corporate world, the major challenges to estimate the project cost to avoid any loose in the project and
also submit the project on time. The costing of projects or design of the algorithmic to estimating the cost of a
software project based on functional point is the best practice and approach. Accurate estimation of software
production cost for effective management of the project including budgeting, controlling, and programming is
so important. In recent years, software has become the most expensive part of the computer projects. Some of
these costs are resulted from human resource effort. The speed in which the processes used in software
development field have changed makes it very difficult the task of forecasting the overall costs for a software
project. By many researchers, this task has been considered unachievable but the techniques that based on
functional point methodology and heuristic knowledge of the software development architecture, we can
estimate the cost of the project with + 5 % to -4 % variation.
Keyword: Cost estimation, effort, functional point, EI, EO, EQ, ILF, EIF.
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Practical use cases for the cost estimation for
Microsoft Exchange server hide and unhide mail
account from global address list (GAL)
When user is on boarding then checking the
business logic for Mailbox assignment
If user`s come under the criteria for Mailbox
assignment then check the user`s effective start date
if
User`s Effective Start date >= “sysdate +2”
then assigned the Mailbox to user at Exchange 2010
and hide the mailbox at exchange 2010
and insert the entry in the table on the schema of
CDI DB with a flag as false.
If
Effective start date > “sysdate +2”
then only hide the user`s mailbox account. Run the
process to check the effective start date < “sysdate 2” in the table of the schema of the CDI DB and get
all the accounts and then execute the process to
UNHIDE the mailbox before un-hiding the mailbox,
check the user`s account already hide via some other
process at Exchange 2010.
Once UNHIDE the mailbox at Exchange 2010 then
set the true flag in the DB.

I. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a cost estimation based
on functional point. A practical use cases for the
cost estimation for Microsoft Exchange server hide
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and unhide mail account from global address list
(GAL).
Responsibility of the project manager is to
have accurate estimates of effort, cost, and schedule
involved in software development. There is major
relation and impact based on accurate estimates of
effort, cost, and schedule or timeline or delivery get
failed, exceed budget and go over scheduled or
bottleneck on work environment[19] [21]. Software
effort and cost estimation is the set of techniques
and procedures that organize an estimate for
proposal bidding, project planning and probability
estimates. Accurate effort and cost estimation
means better planning and efficient use of project
resources such as cost, duration and effort
requirements for software projects.
Function point methodology with an
enhanced approach, focus on type of the domain of
the software projects. The assessment of a project
based on functional and non functional requirements
should be the first step for a project manager before
going to find the cost or effort of the project [22].
The perspective of model described it
linked with the current reality of the software
development considering as basis the software
product life cycle and the current challenges and
innovations in the software development area [17].
Based on the author's experiences and the analysis
of the existing models and product life cycle it was
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concluded that estimation models should be adapted
with the new technologies and emerging systems
and they depend largely by the chosen software
development method.

II. CASE STUDY – HIDE & UNHIDE
MAILBOX:
Flow Diagram of the requirement, mentioned in fig.
1 and fig. 2.
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1) GE mail provisioning for employees.
2) Mail provision to Exchange 2010 (windows
active directory).
3) Insert in to CDI DB according to the Effective
Start date.
4) Add: msExchHidefromAddressLists attribute in
the Microsoft Exchange 2010 server [3].
5) Table : cdi1_mailboxhide , Insert a row with
employees effective start date and create date

Fig.1. Flow diagram of the requirement

Fig.2. Flow diagram of the requirement
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PROCESS MAP OF THE
REQUIREMENT:

8.

Employee On boarded on OHR System.
IDM will create the new user.
At mail provisioning IDM process will check
the effective start date and create date.
If effective start date is greater than create date
+2?
Provision the mail box and set the attribute
msExchHideFromAddressLists=TRUE
in
Exchange 2010 [4].
Provision the mail and exit from process.
An insert will fire on the CDI DB Table:
cdi1_mailboxhide_t with effective start date,
create date and set update status = false.

9.

III.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
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Sync process start and communicate the CDI
DB Table cdi1_mailboxhide.
Is there any SSO having effective start date
equal to current date + 2?
Fetch the SSO LIST.
Is there next SSO?
If already updated, end the process.
Set attribute msExchHideFromAddressLists
=FALSE in Exchange 2010 for each SSO.
Update the CDI DB Table: cdi1_mailboxhide_t
with set update status = true.
End The Process.

Fig.3. Process flow diagram

IV.

STEP WISE FUNCTION POINT
CALCULATION

In a function point analysis, the following features
are considered:
4.1 External inputs (EI): A method by which data
crosses the edge of the system. Data may be used to
revise one or more logical files. It may be eminent
that data here means either industry or control
information [1]. This means EI is known as a
transaction function in which data goes “into” the
application from outside the boundary to inside.
Here data is coming external to the application [6].
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Data may arrive from data input monitor or
from other source.
 An application gets in sequence via an EI.
 Information data can be either organize or
business information.
 One or more internal logical files can be
maintained using data.
 Internal logical file does not update if the data
is control information.
4.2 External outputs (EO): A method by which
data crosses the edge of the system to outside of the
structure. It can be a user report or a system log
report [20]. In the case of EO, data is received “out”
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of the system. Also, an EO can update an ILF. The
data creates information or output files sent to other
applications [18].
4.3 External user inquires (EQ): A count of the
method in which both input and output outcome in
data rescue from the system. These are essentially
system inquiry processes [15]. It is also a business
function having both input and output components.
EQ is essential in data retrieval [14].
4.4 Internal logical files (ILF): In ILF manages
information or user identifiable group of logically
connected data reside totally within the application
boundary. ILF holds data that are maintained
through one or several basic processes. An ILF has
the inherent meaning that it is internally maintained,
it has some rational structure and it is stored in a file
4.6 Parameter weight table
Parameter
ILF
EIF
EI
EO
EQ

Low
7
5
3
4
3
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[12] [13]. This means a group of logically correlated
data files that resides completely within the
boundary of the application software and is
maintained through outer input [9].
4.5 External interface files (EIF): EIF is data or
control information which is used by the application
for mention purposes only. Here the data, resides
completely outside the application boundary, and is
maintained in an ILF by another application. It has
the natural meaning that it is externally maintained,
a boundary has to be developed to get the data from
the file [8]. This means a group of reasonably
related data files that are used by the system for
mention purposes only. These data files remain
totally outside the application boundary and are
maintained by external applications [7] [11].

Average
10
7
4
5
4

high
15
10
6
7
6

Complexity tables
FOR ILF AND EIF
1 RET
2 to 5 RET
6 or more RET

1 to19 DET
Low
Low
Average

20 to50 DET
Low
Average
High

51 or more DET
Average
High
High

FOR EI
0 to 1 FTR
2 FTRs
3 or more FTRs

1 to 4 DET
Low
Low
Average

5 to 15 DET
Low
Average
High

1 to 5 DET
Low
Low
Average

6 to 19 DET
Low
Average
High

16 or more DET
Average
High
High

EO AND EQ
0 to 1 FTR
2 to 3 FTRs
4 or more FTRs

V. Function point Calculation
 When user is On boarding, then checking the
business logic for mailbox assignment.
On boarding is a background process where process
is checking, is user created or not and requires the
mailbox provisioning?

20 or more DET
Average
High
High

 To find EIF:
1 RET : 1 group of tables and some external file
validating it as a service.
6 DET :user`s account, mapping file, IDM user`s
XML, User`s Type,2 response
Complexity Factor: LOW, (FP : 1*5= 5)
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Fig.4. User on boarding
 If User`s come under the criteria for Mailbox
assignment, then check the user`s Effective Start
date and if user`s Effective Start date >=
“sysdate +2” then assigned the Mailbox to user
at Exchange 2010 and Hide the mailbox at
Exchange 2010 and insert the entry in the table
on the schema of CDI DB with a flag as false.

 To find ILF:
1 RET: Exchange LDAP references for provision
and hide mailbox condition.
27 DET: Create entry at Exchange (25 attributes) +
Type, 2 response.
Complexity Factor: LOW, (FP: 1*7=7)
1 RET: 2 tables references for verification and
insert.
12 DET: For insert in the table (10 attributes), 2
response.
Complexity Factor: LOW, (FP: 1*7=7)

Fig.5. Mailbox assignment
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 Run the process to check the Effective Start date
< “sysdate -2” in the table of the schema of the
CDI DB and get all the accounts which doesn't
get deleted from OHR data and updated to
Database with „true‟ flag.
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 To find EI:
2 FTR: 2 table‟s references for find the data
manipulate it and fetch the data.
8 DET: For select, join and fetch from the table (6
attributes) , 2 response
Complexity Factor: Average, (FP: 1*4=4)

Fig.6. Running the process
 Execute the process to UNHIDE the mailbox
before unhiding the mailbox, check the user`s
account already hide via some other process at
Exchange 2010.
 To find EQ: View from the Exchange 2010 to
find
user
having
attribute
“msExchHideFromAddressLists” and update
the table.
2 FTR: Exchange LDAP having attribute
“msExchHideFromAddressLists”.

6 DET: Search criteria, attribute check, return
attribute (4 attributes), 2 response
Complexity Factor: Average, (FP: 1*4=4)
 To find EI: UNHIDE the mailbox :
1 FTR: Exchange LDAP having attribute
“msExchHideFromAddressLists” update.
6 DET: Search criteria, attribute check, update table
attribute (4 attributes), 2 response
Complexity Factor: LOW, (FP: 1*3=3)

 Fig.7. Execute the process
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 Send the email to support team after completion
of the Sync process with the status of the user`s
success and failure (if failure then error msg).
 To find EI: Send the notification to DL:
1 FTR: set the results of the attributes updates.
8 DET: Set the variables at the email and notify.
Complexity Factor: LOW, (FP: 1*3=3)

VI. CONCLUSION
Today, almost no model can estimate the cost of
software with a high degree of accuracy. This state
of the practice is created because:
(1) There are a large number of interrelated factors
that influence the software development process of a
given development team and a large number of
project attributes, such as number of user screens,
volatility of system requirements and the use of
reusable software components.
(2) The development environment is evolving
continuously.
(3) The lack of measurement that truly reflects the
complexity of a software system.
To produce a better estimate, we must improve our
understanding of these project attributes andtheir
causal relationships, model the impact of evolving
environment and develop effective ways of
measuring software complexity.
Based on these approaches we have
categories the do requirements and collected the
different software developed projects from different
streams, we evaluated the function point and match
with the actual effort based on project Kickoff
meeting started and the project closure submitted.
Function point methodology with an
enhanced approach, focus on type of the domain of
the software projects. The assessment of a Project
based on functional and non functional requirements
should be the first step for a project manager before
going to find the cost or effort of the project.
Total Function point calculation for the above
mentioned use case.
1.
When user is On boarding, then checking
the business logic for Mailbox assignment : 1 EIF =
5
2. If User`s come under the criteria for Mailbox
assignment, then check the user`s Effective Start
date and if user`s Effective Start date >= “sysdate
+2” then assigned the Mailbox to user at Exchange
2010 and Hide the mailbox at Exchange 2010 and
insert the entry in the table on the schema of CDI
DB with a flag as false: 2 ILF = 14
3. Run the process to check the Effective Start date <
“sysdate -2” in the table of the schema of the CDI
DB and get all the accounts which doesn't get
deleted from OHR data: 1 EI = 4
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4. Execute the process to UNHIDE the mailbox
before unhiding the mailbox, check the user`s
account already hide via some other process at
Exchange 2010: 1 EI +1 EQ = 3 +4 =7
5. Send the email to IDM support team after
completion of the Sync process with the status of the
user`s success and failure (if failure then error msg):
1 EI = 3
Total: 5+14+4+7+3 = 33
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